8      THE AGE OF THE GREAT DEPRESSION
urban industrialism called the tune. In 1870 wage and salary
workers had made up about half the working population;
now they composed four fifths. An interdependence un-
known to old-fashioned America had become the basic eco-
nomic fact. The fabric of industrial and corporate life, joined
to the structure imposed by labor unions and labor legisla-
tion, had imperceptibly altered the flexibility of taissez faire
into something more rigid, less accommodating.
These sweeping changes had hardly entered the conscious-
ness of the average citizen* In his own mind he was never
more loyal than in 1929 to the doctrine of individualism and
unhampered private enterprise. Clashes between theory and
practice, like the potential friction of capital and labor, re-
mained almost inaudible so long as the nation's economic
mechanism ran with the oil of prosperity*
Not, indeed, that the prosperity of the twenties was con-
sistently sound. To the later view it resembled a hectic flush
rather than the bloom of health. Agriculture still groaned
from its dropsical overexpansion in 1917-1918. Along with
bituminous coal mining and textiles, it belonged to a clinical
ward known as the "sick industries." Great was the indus-
trial turnover; a sense of insecurity about jobs had been rising
for several years* Even in 1926 the unemployed were esti-
mated at 1,500,000; by 1929 their number had swelled to
upwards of 1,800,000.* Unperceived by the optimists, job-
lessness and poverty had come to be chronic social problems
in the United States—neither a passing crisis nor one readily
met by efforts of private charity. The ratio of private to pub-
lic funds for such purposes was diminishing, as public relief
expenditures gradually mounted. Sixteen major cities which
* R. R. Nathan, Estimates of Unemployment in the United States, 1929'
1935 (Geneva, 1936), gives the higher computation of 2,860,000 by March,
1929—a figure accepted by Harry L. Hopkins, Spending to Save (N. Y.,
1936), 13. Generally speaking, liberals tended to estimate unemployment
in the twenties and early thirties at higher figures than did the Hoover admin-
istration and the majority of conservative^.

